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Abstract



We present a formulation for modeling droplet evaporation in fire suppression systems. The formulation is based on film theory for binary Stefan diffusion and consists of a coupled set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) for the droplet mass and temperature. Additionally, we present a numerical method for solving the system of ODEs, which is second-order accurate in time and unconditionally stable by virtue of an analytical solution for the droplet temperature equation.
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Introduction Das Studium der Maxwell’schen Abhandlung ist nicht leicht! – J. Stefan Translation: The study of the Maxwell paper is not easy! James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879), renowned for his work in electrodynamics, was the



pioneer of the modern theory of multi-component mass transport. Interestingly, his work on this subject was published in an unconventional medium: the first edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica. Austrian physicist, Joˇzef Stefan (1835-1893), whose opinion of Maxwell’s treatise is tersely expressed above, consolidated Maxwell’s work into the fundamental equations of NIST Technical Note 1490



17 August 2007



mass transport – the Maxwell-Stefan equations (see [11]; also referred to as “Stefan-Maxwell” equations in [1]). It is important to note that Fick’s Law [1, 11] is not the fundamental starting point for computing the diffusive flux, as is often assumed. This assumption can result is gross errors∗ , as expressed by the exasperated title of an article by J. A. Wesselingh: “How on Earth can I get chemical engineers to do their multi-component mass transfer sums properly?” [12]. In the present article, starting from the Maxwell-Stefan equations, we derive a formulation for spray droplet evaporation, which is an example of the basic process known as “Stefan diffusion” [11], where a single component (water vapor in this case) is transported through a stagnant medium† (combustion gases in this case). The formulation consists of a coupled set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) for the time rate of change of the mass and temperature for an individual droplet; we assume that the ensemble of droplets in the spray is to be processed on a droplet-by-droplet basis. In addition to the formulation, we suggest a numerical method for integrating the ODEs in time, which is second-order accurate and unconditionally stable. The target application for this formulation and numerical method is the modeling of sprinkler droplets or other liquid fire retardants in the Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) [6] or the Wildland Fire Dynamics Simulator (WFDS) [7]. The present formulation has several advantages over the methods currently employed by these codes: 1. The present formulation treats the evaporation process as Stefan diffusion as opposed to equimolar counter diffusion. 2. The present formulation accounts for the effect of high mass transfer rates on the heat transfer coefficient, which can affect the heat transfer coefficient by an order of magnitude. 3. The present method is second-order accurate, owing to the use of a predictor-corrector scheme for the droplet mass and a midpoint scheme for the droplet temperature. ∗ †



Here we mean errors such as getting the direction, never mind the magnitude, of the flux vector incorrect. In the spherical reference frame of the droplet, the radial flux of combustion gases is zero.
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4. The present method achieves unconditional stability by virtue of an analytical solution for the droplet temperature. 5. The results obtained from the present method are independent of the order in which the droplets are processed in the code. Items 1 and 2 above deserve elaboration. A key point about Stefan diffusion is that the total flux of water off the droplet (which is what we are interested in) consists of a diffusive and and an advective component. With this understanding, we can use film theory to determine the concentration profiles within the boundary layer (or “film”) and from there obtain the total flux of water vapor. With regard to the heat transfer coefficient, one should appreciate that heat transfer correlations are generally reported for cases with no mass transfer. For example, the relevant experiment in our case is (most likely) the forced convection of air or water around a metal sphere. However, the presence of a mass flux off the surface of the sphere distorts the temperature profiles and hence modifies the heat transfer coefficient. One may again use film theory to determine correction factors to the “low flux” heat transfer coefficients. It is important to use these correction factors; as pointed out by Taylor and Krishna [11], At very high mass transfer rates (as sometimes encountered in, e.g., spray vaporization, [...]) the high flux heat transfer [coefficient] may be an order of magnitude different from the low flux heat transfer coefficient. In the present formulation we adopt the film theory correction factors presented in [11]. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present the formulation. First, in Section 2.1, we give the droplet mass balance. Next, in Section 2.2, we give the corresponding mass balance for the gas phase. In Section 2.3, the ODE for the droplet temperature is presented. Following this, in Section 2.4, we discuss the energy balance for the gas phase, which determines the gas-phase temperature, for two different cases: (1) for the FDS algorithm and (2) for an algorithm which solves an enthalpy transport equation. With the formulation in hand, in Section 3 we move on to the numerical method for integrating 3



the coupled set of ODEs in time. The suggested procedure consists of a predictor-corrector scheme for the droplet mass (Sections 3.1 and 3.3) and a midpoint scheme for the droplet temperature (Section 3.2); both schemes make judicious use of analytical solutions where possible. In Section 3.4, we discuss options for obtaining the midpoint values required in the temperature update and the mass corrector step. Section 3.5 presents an alternate, first-order method that retains the key advantages of the formulation. In Section 3.6 we comment on droplet position tracking as related to global mass conservation, and in Section 3.7 we give details for incorporating the droplet mass source term into the gas-phase discrete mass balance (continuity and species equations). Concluding remarks are given in Section 4. In the appendices we provide detailed derivations for: the droplet mass balance based on film theory (Appendix A.1), the droplet temperature equation (Appendix A.2), and the analytical solution for the temperature equation (Appendix A.3).
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Formulation



Below we present the ODEs for the droplet mass and temperature, and also the corresponding gas-phase transport equations which require source terms due to the droplet evaporation. We consider the evaporation of a single water droplet, which is spherically symmetric with radius rd (t) – a function of time t. A schematic of the droplet and the surrounding “film” are shown in Figure 1. The formulation presented here is based largely on film theory (see, e.g., [11]). The film is another term used to describe the boundary layer. Thus, the species compositions and temperature are supposed to vary within the film and to be equal to the gas-phase or “bulk” mixture properties at an infinite distance from the droplet. At some “film thickness” ℓ, we assume that the film properties are sufficiently close enough in value to the bulk properties that the bulk properties may be used as a boundary condition at this location. Physical properties of the fluid mixture, such as the specific heat and diffusivity, are taken to be uniform within the film and are evaluated at the film temperature Tf (t).
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2.1



Droplet mass balance



The mass of droplet d is denoted md . The area of the droplet surface is Ad = 4πrd2. Within the film, the total molar concentration is ct = p0 /(RTf ), where p0 (t) is the background pressure, R is the universal gas constant, and Tf (t) is the film temperature. The gas phase is composed of two components: water vapor (component 1) and the remaining combustion gases (component 2). When referring to gas-phase properties for water vapor we will use a subscript 1, and when referring to properties of liquid water in the droplet we will use a subscript w. The gas-phase mole fractions for species α are denoted Xα and the mass fractions are denoted Yα . The species molecular weights are Wα and the gas-phase mixture molecular weight in the bulk (outside the film) is W . An additional subscript may be added to indicate the spatial location of a certain value. For example, the mole fraction of water vapor at the droplet surface rd is denoted X1,d , as depicted in Figure 1. At the outer boundary of the spherical film, the boundary values are denoted with an additional subscript g to indicate the bulk gas-phase value. The mixture-averaged diffusivity for species α evaluated at the average film composition and film temperature is given by Dα . In what follows we are interested in the transport of water vapor, α = 1. From film theory we can show (see Appendix A.1) that the time rate of change of the droplet mass is given by (



dmd p0 W1 Shd D1 1 − Y1,g (W /W1 ) = Ad ln dt RTf 2rd 1 − X1,d



)



.



(1)



The droplet Sherwood number Shd (the mass transfer analog of the Nusselt number for heat transfer), which is a function of the droplet Reynolds number Red and the Schmidt number Sc, is given by the Chilton-Colburn analogy for forced-convection around a sphere (see, e.g., [1]), 1/2



Shd = 2.0 + 0.60 Red Sc1/3 , ‚



2rd |u − ud | = 2.0 + 0.60 νf



Œ1/2 



νf D1



1/3



,



(2)



where νf is the kinematic viscosity evaluated using the average film properties, u is the velocity of the bulk gas-phase mixture, and ud is the velocity of the water droplet. 5



Table 1: Antoine constants for water (taken from [2]). Temperature range ◦ C



A



B



C



0 to 60



8.10765



1750.286



235.0



60 to 150



7.96681



1668.21



228.0



Formally, assuming spherical symmetry, the film temperature is defined as the droplet surface temperature, Tf ≡ T (rd , t), and is an unknown in this highly nonlinear system. To be rigorous, one would need to determine the film temperature via an iterative procedure. However, here we consider two practical alternatives for estimating the film temperature: Tf = Td



(3)



and Tf =



1 (Td + Tg ) . 2



(4)



To make an intelligent choice between these two options we need to consider the relative time scales for internal and external heat transfer [within or to] the droplet. This is discussed further in Section 3.2. The mole fraction of water vapor at the interface, X1,d (Tf ), is obtained from Raoult’s law (see, e.g., [3]), X1,d (Tf ) =



p∗1 (Tf ) Xw,d , p0



(5)



where Xw,d = 1 is the equilibrium liquid-phase mole fraction of water (component 1) at the droplet liquid-vapor interface and p∗1 (Tf ) is the vapor pressure evaluated at the interface temperature (which is approximated by the film temperature in film theory). The vapor pressure p∗ may be obtained from the Antoine equation (see, e.g., [2]): log10 p∗ = A −



B , T +C



(6)



where p∗ is in units of mm of Hg (note that p0 = 1 atm is equivalent to 760 mm Hg) and the temperature T is in degrees Celsius. The Antoine constants for water are given in Table 1.
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2.2



Gas-phase mass balance



The bulk mass source required in the velocity divergence constraint is obtained by summation of the droplet evaporation rates within a given cell e, m ˙ ′′′ b,1 = −



1 Ve



dmd , d∈e dt



X



(7)



where Ve is the cell (element) volume. Here we are being rather lax in LES formalism. To be more formal, we would filter the time rate of change of the droplet mass over an isotropic filter volume. The relation given in (7) is a practical alternative and corresponds to the use of an anisotropic box filter evaluated at the cell center, as discussed in [9]. Let ρ denote the gas-phase mixture mass density. The bulk mass source enters the gas-phase mass balance by acting as a source term m ˙ ′′′ b in both the continuity equation, ∂ρ + ∇ · (ρu) = m ˙ ′′′ b , ∂t



(8)



and the transport equation for the water vapor mass fraction, ∂ρY1 + ∇ · (ρY1 u) = ∇ · (ρD1 ∇Y1 ) + m ˙ ′′′ ˙ ′′′ 1 +m b,1 , ∂t



(9)



where m ˙ ′′′ 1 is the production rate of water vapor due to chemical reaction (see [5] for further details) and for the case considered here, where water droplet evaporation is the only bulk mass source, m ˙ ′′′ ˙ ′′′ ˙ ′′′ b,1 = Yb,1 m b = m b , since Yb,1 is unity.



2.3



Droplet energy balance



The “mixing cup average” droplet temperature (here after referred to simply as the “droplet temperature”) is denoted Td . Assuming spherical symmetry we have 4π Z rd 2 r T (r) dr . Td ≡ Vd 0



(10)



We model the change in the droplet temperature by dTd 1 = dt md Cp,w



‚



Z dmd dp0 • ∆hv,w + Ad hc (Tg − Tf ) − qr · n ˆ dSd + Vd dt Sd dt
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Œ



,



(11)



where Cp,w is the heat capacity of liquid water. The first term after the open paren accounts for the cooling that the droplet experiences due to evaporation; ∆hv,w is the heat of vaporization for water. The next two terms account for, respectively, convective heat transfer‡ (h•c is the high mass flux heat transfer coefficient – discussed in more detail below) and radiation (see [6, 7] for details regarding the radiative flux qr ). Note that Sd represents the droplet surface, dSd is a differential element of surface area, and n ˆ is the unit vector normal to the droplet surface (pointing outwards from the droplet center). The last term arises in closed domains where the reference pressure p0 may change with time. The high mass flux convective heat transfer coefficient is given by (see, e.g., [1, 11]) h•c = hc ΘH ,



(12)



where the low mass flux convective heat transfer coefficient is hc =



Nud kf , 2rd



(13)



and ΘH is a correction factor which we discuss below. The Nusselt number is determined from the following correlation for forced convection over a sphere (with zero mass transfer; see [1] p. 409), 1/2



1/3



Nud = 2.0 + 0.60 Red,f Prf .



(14)



The high mass flux correction factor ΘH is determined from film theory to be [11] ΘH =



ΦH , exp(ΦH ) − 1



(15)



where the “heat transfer rate factor” ΦH is defined by (for our special case of binary Stefan diffusion) ΦH =



dmd Cp,1 , dt Ad hc



(16)



where Cp,1 is the heat capacity for water vapor (component 1). ‡



Note that physically there is no such thing as “convective heat transfer.” These terms, in any model,



reflect unresolved thermal conduction.
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2.4



Gas-phase energy balance



In the FDS algorithm, no special treatment of the gas-phase energy balance is required. The gas-phase temperature Tg is obtained from the equation of state (EOS). The evaporation of the water droplets affects the EOS through a change in mixture density (from the source term in the continuity equation), a change in the mixture molecular weight (through a change in the water vapor mass fraction – which is also affected through a source term in the mass fraction transport equation), and potentially a change in the reference pressure (for sealed domains). Alternatively, the bulk source of mass and energy due to evaporation of water droplets enters the gas-phase energy balance through source terms in the enthalpy transport equation [5] ρ



Dh Dp0 ˙ ′′′ = − ∇ · q + Q˙ ′′′ ˙ ′′′ c +m b (hb − h) + Kb , Dt Dt



(17)



where the kinetic effect of the evaporated water vapor is given by§ K˙ b′′′



1 = Ve



‚



Œ



1 dmd − |ud − u|2 , 2 dt d∈e



X



(18)



and the bulk enthalpy source due to water evaporation hb is defined such that m ˙ ′′′ b hb



1 = Ve



X



d∈e



‚



Œ



dmd − [Cp,w (Td − T0 ) + ∆hv,w ] . dt



(19)



Further, the heat source due to convection from unresolved elements Q˙ ′′′ c balances the cumulative convective heat transfer to all the droplets (in this case we assume that the water droplets are the only unresolved subgrid elements – in other circumstances we could include fire brands or tree branches, for example [7]). For a given cell e we have 1 Q˙ ′′′ c = Ve



X



Ad h•c,d (Tf,d − Tg ) ,



(20)



d∈e



where Tf,d is the film temperature specific to droplet d. §



This accounts for the kinetic energy change of the water vapor, which is traveling with velocity ud as it



evaporates and is instantaneously slowed to the speed of the gas mixture u in the idealization of the model.
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The heat flux vector q accounts for subgrid advection (in LES), conduction, diffusion, and radiation. Details of the radiative emission and absorption balance are discussed elsewhere (see [6, 7]).
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Numerical method



Our goal is to integrate the coupled system of ODEs (1) and (11) from time tn to tn+1 = tn + ∆t. The numerical method suggested here is an explicit predictor-corrector scheme whereby, first, (1) is integrated in time for half a time step in order to obtain an estimate of the droplet mass at the midpoint of the time interval. Then, with selective terms frozen at their midpoint values, (11) is integrated in time analytically to determine the droplet temperature at the end of the time step. The droplet mass is then corrected using updated midpoint values. We employ the standard short-hand notation that a superscript is used to denote the discrete time location, e.g., the numerical estimate of the droplet temperature at time tn is denoted by Tdn . For brevity, we denote values located at the midpoint of the time interval by a superscript asterisk, e.g., the numerical estimate of the droplet mass at the midpoint n+1/2



of the time interval is m∗d ≡ md



3.1



≈ md (tn+1/2 ), where tn+1/2 ≡ tn + ∆t/2.



Step 1: Droplet mass predictor



With the evaporative mass flux frozen at time tn , the analytical solution for the droplet radius at tn+1/2 is rd∗ = rdn + (∆t/2)



W1 n N , ρw 1



(21)



where N1n is the total molar flux of water vapor evaluated at tn , (



N1n



n



n 1 − Y1,g (W /W1 ) pn Shn D n = 0 n d n 1 ln n RTf 2rd 1 − X1,d



10



)



.



(22)



The predicted mass of the water droplet at the midpoint of the time interval is then simply given by
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m∗d



3.2



> 



=> :



ρw 43 π(rd∗ )3 for rd∗ > 0 for rd∗ 6 0 .



0



(23)



Step 2: Analytical solution of the temperature equation



The ODE for the droplet temperature (11) may be rewritten as dTd = −ω (Td − θ) . dt



(24)



The parameters ω and θ, detailed in Table 2 below, depend on the choice for estimating the film temperature. Considering the solution to (24) at long times, note that θ may be interpreted as a maximum steady state droplet temperature. The parameter ω may be interpreted as an inverse time scale (a frequency) for external heat transfer to/from the droplet. Thus, (rd2 /αw )ω, where αw is the thermal diffusivity of liquid water, gives the ratio of internal to external heat transfer time scales. Note that if (rd2 /αw )ω ≪ 1, the estimate that the film temperature equals the droplet temperature Tf = Td is very good. However, if (rd2 /αw )ω = O(1), then it is advisable to use (4) to estimate the film temperature. With the values of ω and θ frozen at midpoint of the time interval, the analytical solution to (24) is Tdn+1 = Tdn + [1 − exp(−ω ∗ ∆t)](θ∗ − Tdn ) .



(25)



This solution is robust and stable since the droplet temperature is bounded by θ∗ , eliminating the possibility of an “over shoot” due to a large time step¶ .



3.3



Step 3: Droplet mass corrector



In the final step, the droplet radius is integrated analytically using frozen time-centered values for the molar flux rdn+1 = rdn + ∆t ¶



W1 ∗ N , ρw 1



It may be noted that an implicit numerical scheme also has this property, but is less accurate.
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(26)



Table 2: Temperature equation parameters (see Eq. (24)) depending on the choice of film temperature. Film temperature, Tf



ω



Td



Ad h•c md Cp,w



1 Tg + Ad h•c



Ad h•c 2md Cp,w



2 Tg + Ad h•c



1 (Td 2



+ Tg )



θ ‚



Z dp0 dmd ∆hvap − qr · n ˆ dSd + Vd dt Sd dt



Œ



‚



Z dp0 dmd ∆hvap − qr · n ˆ dSd + Vd dt Sd dt



Œ



where N1∗ is the total molar flux of water vapor evaluated at tn+1/2 , 8



∗



9



∗ (W /W1 ) = p∗ Sh∗ D ∗ < 1 − Y1,g . N1∗ = 0 ∗ d ∗ 1 ln : ∗ ; RTf 2rd 1 − X1,d



(27)



The predicted mass of the water droplet is then simply given by 8



mn+1 d



3.4



> 



=> :



ρw 43 π(rdn+1 )3 for rdn+1 > 0 for rdn+1 6 0 .



0



(28)



Evaluation of midpoint values



The midpoint time values may be obtained in one of three ways. The most desirable way is to actually average the numerical estimates from the n and n + 1 time levels. For example, this is possible when computing the midpoint value of the film temperature for the final droplet mass correction (for the case where Tf = Td ), since the droplet temperature is advanced to the n + 1 level in the second step of the algorithm. Hence, in (27) we may use Tf∗ =



Š 1€ n Td + Tdn+1 . 2



(29)



The next alternative is to take the midpoint value from advancement of an ODE for half the time step. This is possible, for example, in the case of the droplet mass used in the temperature update. The droplet mass is first integrated to the midpoint of the time interval in the first step of the algorithm and m∗d is then used to determine ω ∗ in (25). 12



The last resort (which will certainly be required for some of the values needed here) is to use an Adams-Bashforth extrapolation (see, e.g., [4]). Thus, the midpoint time value for an arbitrary scalar φ(t) may be estimated to second-order accuracy by 3 1 φ∗ = φn − φn−1 . 2 2



(30)



The extent to which these three methods are employed in a specific code will depend on the overall fluids solver and so we do not go into further detail here.



3.5



A first-order method



If the expense of midpoint estimation of the droplet mass is prohibitive, a simple explicit first-order method would be to perform Steps 2 and 3 above using values at level n rather than n + 1/2. That is, omit Step 1, and replace ∗ by n in Steps 2 and 3. A first-order version of the present method still improves upon the accuracy and stability of the droplet temperature (due to the analytical solution (25)) over a first-order, purely explicit method.



3.6



Droplet position tracking



It is important to mention that all the calculations above are assumed to take place with the particle positions frozen in space. This ensures that detailed mass conservation is obeyed. To maintain second-order accuracy in conjunction with the droplet advection scheme, one should consider using a Strang splitting [10] for the droplet position such that the position is advanced for half a time step before the evaporation calculations are performed. The position is then advanced for another half time step subsequent to the evaporation calculations. For a first-order scheme, simply advancing the droplet positions for the full time step before or after the evaporation calculations is sufficient.



3.7



Gas-phase mass conservation



Equation (8) governs mass conservation of the gas phase. To ensure global system mass conservation, the evaporated mass enters into the discrete continuity equation for a given 13



cell e as follows:



(



ρ⋆e − ρne δ(ρuj )k = − t⋆ − tn δxj



)







m⋆e − mne − t⋆ − tn e







,



(31)



where me ≡ Here, the superscript



⋆



1 Ve



X



md .



(32)



d∈e



may represent the midpoint or the end of the time interval, and k



represents the time location of the values used to compute the discrete mass flux divergence (the term in (31) in curly brackets { }), which depends on the details of the flow algorithm. Note that the species transport equation for water vapor (9) may be treated analogously.
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Conclusions



The principal contributions of this paper are: (1) the formulation for the time rate of change of the droplet mass and temperature, Eqs. (1) and (11), respectively, and (2) the numerical method (Section 3) for solving this coupled set of ODEs. The advantages of the present formulation are that it treats the mass transfer process as a Stefan diffusion problem and that it accounts for the effect of high mass transfer rates on the convective heat transfer coefficient (which can affect the heat transfer coefficient by an order of magnitude). The numerical method is second-order accurate by virtue of a predictor-corrector scheme for the droplet mass and a midpoint scheme for the droplet temperature. The scheme is unconditionally stable due to the use of analytical solutions for the droplet radius and temperature. In addition to the droplet formulation and numerical method, we describe how the gas-phase source terms are to be treated such that global mass and energy are preserved and such that the result of the calculation procedure is independent of the order in which the droplets are processed.
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A



Derivations



In this appendix we derive the droplet mass balance (1), the droplet temperature equation (11), and the analytical solution to the droplet temperature equation (25).



A.1



Droplet mass balance



For reasons which we explain below, it is most convenient to derive the droplet mass balance by working in terms of the species mole balance. The derivation presented here is based on film theoryk for binary Stefan diffusion [11]. Let ct denote the total molar concentration and let Xα denote the mole fraction of species α. The total molar flux (advection + diffusion) of α is denoted Nα and the total molar flux Nt is the sum of the individual species total fluxes, Nt =



P



α



Nα . Excluding chemical reaction,



the species mole balance, analogous to the mass “continuity equation,” is thus given by ∂(ct Xα ) + ∇ · Nα = 0 . ∂t



(33)



Note that for spherical symmetry at steady state, (33) implies that r 2 Nα (r) = constant, where r is the radial coordinate. In our formulation we consider a binary system consisting of water vapor (component 1) and everything else in the gas phase (component 2). It is important to recognize that evaporation is a Stefan diffusion problem in which component 1 is transported through a stagnant component 2 [11]. Thus, the total flux of component 2 is zero, N2 = 0. We are interested in the total flux of component 1 due to evaporation off the droplet. The total flux is composed of the diffusive flux J1 and the advective flux X1 Nt . For binary Stefan diffusion, this results in the following relationship between the total and diffusive fluxes for component 1: N1 = J1 + X1 Nt , k



The reader need not be familiar with film theory to follow the derivation. All the requisite mathematics



are presented here.
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= J1 + X1 (N1 + N2 ) , = J1 + X1 N1 .



(34)



The Maxwell-Stefan equation for this binary system is [11] X1 N2 − X2 N1 dX1 = dr c t D1 (X1 − 1)N1 . c t D1



=



(35)



In what follows we first derive the molar composition profile based on film theory. This results in an expression for the total molar flux of water vapor at the droplet surface, N1 (rd ). With the total flux in hand, it is a simple matter to determine the change in mass of the droplet. For a diagram of the geometry and location of the variables introduced below, the reader may consult Figure 1. Our first step is to define the non-dimensional distance η≡



r − rd , ℓ



(36)



where ℓ is the “film thickness.” Using (36) in (35) and multiplying both sides by r 2 we obtain dX1 (X1 − 1) =φ , dη (rd + ℓη)2



(37)



where φ≡



r 2 N1 (r) r 2 N1 (rd ) = d ≡ φd . ct (D/ℓ) ct (D/ℓ)



(38)



A key point here is that φ is uniform across the film! This is true because, due to the balance equation for spherical symmetry (33), at steady state (our analysis can be considered “pseudo-steady state”) we have r 2 N1 (r) = constant. Further, taking the temperature and reference pressure to be uniform in the film, the total molar concentration ct is also uniform since by the ideal gas law ct ≡



n p0 = , V RTf



(39)



where n is the total number of moles in volume V . This is the main reason why it is convenient to work in terms of the mole balance (as opposed to the mass balance) for the present derivation. 16



Thus, rearranging (37) we are faced with integrating XZ1 (η)



X1 (η=0)



η



Z dX1′ dη ′ = φ X1′ − 1 (rd + ℓη ′ )2



(40)



0



to determine the molar composition as a function of distance from the droplet. The left-hand side (LHS) of (40) integrates to XZ1 (η)



X1 (η=0)



• ˜X (η) 1 dX1′ ′ = , ln(X − 1) 1 ′ X1 − 1 X1 (η=0)



(41)



and the integral on the right-hand side (RHS) yields Zη



0



–



dη ′ −1 = ′ 2 (rd + ℓη ) ℓ(rd + ℓη ′ )



™η



.



(42)



0



We therefore find that the mole fraction variation across the film is given by ¨



X1 (η) − 1 = (X1 [η = 0] − 1) exp φd



–



1 1 − ℓrd ℓ(rd + ℓη)



™«



.



(43)



Using (37) and (43) we can now obtain the mole fraction gradients at any location in the film. By combining (34) and (35) we find that the molar diffusive flux J1 is given by J 1 = c t D1



dX1 D1 dX1 = ct , dr ℓ dη



(44)



which is equivalent to Fick’s law for binary mixtures∗∗ . The total fluxes at the film boundaries then become ¨



N1 (rd ) = ¨



= ¨



=



«



1 J1,d , 1 − X1,d 1 1 − X1,d 1 1 − X1,d



«



«



„







ct D1 dX1 − ℓ dη η=0



Ž



,



ct D1 φd (1 − X1,d ) , ℓ rd2



and ¨



N1 (rd + ℓ) = ∗∗



«



1 J1,g , 1 − X1,g



Note, however, that we did not envoke Fick’s law to obtain the relation for the diffusive flux.
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(45)



¨



= ¨



=



1 1 − X1,g 1 1 − X1,g



«



«



„







ct D1 dX1 − ℓ dη η=1



Ž



, n



h



1 ct D1 φd (1 − X1,d ) exp φd ℓrd − ℓ (rd + ℓ)2



1 ℓ(rd +ℓ)



io



.



(46)



Recall from the mole balance that r 2 N1 (r) = constant. Hence, utilizing (45) and (46) we obtain rd2 N1 (rd ) = (rd + ℓ)2 N1 (rd + ℓ) , ¨



1 1 − X1,d



«



ct D φd (1 − X1,d ) = ℓ



¨



1 1 − X1,g



«



¨



–



1 ct D 1 φd (1 − X1,d ) exp φd − ℓ ℓrd ℓ(rd + ℓ)



™«



. (47)



Upon canceling the common factors we have ¨



1 − X1,g ln 1 − X1,d



«



–



= φd



™



1 1 − , ℓrd ℓ(rd + ℓ) –



™



r 2 N1 (rd ) 1 1 = d , − ct (D/ℓ) ℓrd ℓ(rd + ℓ) –



™



N1 (rd ) rd2 rd2 = − , ct (D/ℓ) ℓrd ℓ(rd + ℓ)



(48)



where (38) is used in the second step. With a suitably defined film thickness ℓ the difference in the bracketed terms yields unity. Thus, 



ℓ ≡ rd



rd 1− rd + ℓ







,



(49)



which, though recursive, serves to eliminate ℓ as a parameter in the model†† . The molar flux of component 1 at the droplet surface is then given by ¨



1 − X1,g N1 (rd ) = ct k ln 1 − X1,d



«



,



(50)



where k ≡ D/ℓ is the “mass transfer coefficient.” It remains that we manipulate (50) into the same form given by (1). With Ad = 4πrd2 being the surface area of the droplet, the time ††



This is admittedly a “hand wavy” argument. The reader is welcome to take the issue up with Taylor and



Krishna [11]: our analysis agrees with their suggested definition of the film thickness for spherical bodies.
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rate of change of the droplet mass is dmd = Ad W1 N1 (rd ) . dt



(51)



For a spherical body of radius rd and considering transport of component 1, the Sherwood number is defined as Shd ≡



k2rd . D1



(52)



For convenience, the gas-phase mole fraction X1,g is written in terms of the gas-phase mass fraction Y1,g , which is available from the flow solver, X1,g = Y1,g (W /W1 ) .



(53)



We retain the mole fraction X1,d at the droplet surface because this value is most conveniently determined from the vapor pressure equation. Substituting (50), (52), and (53) into (51) and utilizing the ideal gas law (39) for the total molar concentration, we obtain (



dmd p0 W1 Shd D1 1 − Y1,g (W /W1 ) = Ad ln dt RTf 2rd 1 − X1,d



)



,



(54)



confirming (1).



A.2



Droplet energy balance



Let ρ denote the mass density of the mixture and let h ≡



P



α



Yα hα denote the specific



enthalpy of the mixture, where Yα is the mass fraction of species α and hα is the specific enthalpy of α. The total mass flux is denoted nt and is the sum of the individual component mass fluxes, nt =



P



α



nα . The total flux of each species is composed of an advective mass flux



Yα nt and a diffusive mass flux jα . That is, nα = Yα nt + jα . In the case of Stefan diffusion, it is most convenient to simply work in terms of the total flux for each component, since, by definition, n2 = 0. Thus, nt = n1 . The derivation of (11) starts with the enthalpy transport equation (see, e.g., [5, 8]). Here, the background pressure is taken to be uniform but may be time dependent in the case of a 19



˜ denote the heat flux vector‡‡ (convection [i.e., unresolved sealed domain, p0 = p0 (t). Let q conduction] and radiation). The energy balance then yields ∂(ρh) +∇· ∂t



‚



X



Œ



nα hα =



α



dp0 ˜. −∇·q dt



(55)



We note that, within the droplet, the density is uniform and equal to the density of liquid water, ρ = ρw . Additionally, we take the enthalpy to be uniform within the droplet and on the droplet surface. Hence, the droplet mass is md = ρw Vd , and upon integrating (55) over the droplet volume and applying Gauss’s Theorem we obtain 0 dp0 Z d(md hw ) Z ˜ ·n + (n1 h1 + ր n2 h2) · n ˆ dSd = Vd − q ˆ dSd , dt Sd dt Sd



(56)



where n ˆ is the outward pointing unit vector normal to the spherical surface. Note that within the droplet the enthalpy is given by the sensible enthalpy of liquid water, hw = Cp,w (Td − T0 ) ,



(57)



where Cp,w is the specific heat of liquid water and T0 is the reference temperature. The enthalpy of the water vapor which crosses to the surface of the droplet control volume is h1 = hw + ∆hv,w , where ∆hv,w is the heat of vaporization for water. Now, taking Cp,w to be constant and noting that



Z dmd ≡− n1 · n ˆ dSd , dt Sd



(58)



Eq. (56) may be manipulated as follows: md



dhw dmd dmd dp0 Z ˜·n + hw − (hw + ∆hv,w ) = Vd − q ˆ dSd , dt dt dt dt Sd md



Z dhw dTd dmd dp0 ˜·n = md Cp,w = ∆hv,w − q ˆ dSd + Vd , dt dt dt Sd dt



dTd 1 = dt md Cp,w



‚



Z dmd dp0 ˜·n ∆hv,w − q ˆ dSd + Vd dt Sd dt



Œ



. (59)



‡‡



˜ Diffusion is not included here, because it is contained in the second term on the LHS of (55). Thus, q



differs from the q introduced in (17).
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Finally, by decomposing the heat flux vector into its convective and radiative components, qc and qr , respectively, and utilizing qc = h•c (Tf − Tg )



(60)



for the uniform convective heat flux on the droplet surface, we obtain dTd 1 = dt md Cp,w where Ad =



A.3



R



Sd



‚



Z dmd dp0 ∆hv,w + Ad h•c (Tg − Tf ) − qr · n ˆ dSd + Vd dt Sd dt



Œ



,



(61)



dSd = 4πrd2 is the droplet surface area. This confirms Eq. (11) above.



Analytical solution to the droplet temperature equation



The droplet temperature equation is recast in the form dTd = −ω (Td − θ) , dt



(62)



where ω and θ are constants. Our goal is to integrate this equation from time tn to time tn+1 = tn + ∆t. Thus, Z T n+1 d



Tdn



Z tn+1 dTd = −ω n dt , Td − θ t



•



ln {Td − θ} (



˜T n+1 d



Tdn



Tdn+1 − θ ln Tdn − θ



= −ω∆t ,



)



= −ω∆t ,



Tdn+1 − θ = (Tdn − θ) exp {−ω∆t} , Tdn+1 = Tdn − (Tdn − θ) + (Tdn − θ) exp {−ω∆t} , Tdn+1 = Tdn + [1 − exp {−ω∆t}] (θ − Tdn ) , which confirms (25).
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(63)
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Figure 1: Diagram for an individual spherical water droplet depicting the heat transfer processes (radiation, “convection,” and evaporation) and showing conceptual profiles for the temperature as a function of radius T (r) and the water (component 1) mole fraction as a function of radius X1 (r). Notice that the temperature profile is continuous and differentiable, whereas the concentration profile is piecewise continuous. The composition jump at the liquid-vapor interface is assumed to be in thermodynamic equilibrium and is modeled by Raoult’s law. The “film temperature” at the droplet surface is denoted Tf and the molar composition of water in the vapor-phase at the droplet surface is denoted X1,d . The conceptual “film layer” is another term for the boundary layer, which is roughly of thickness ℓ. Beyond the boundary layer the temperature and composition take on the gas-phase mixture values, Tg and X1,g , respectively.
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